Diving God’s Rock
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*Thanks to John Moore at www.divebums.com
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A closer view of the pinnacles surface.

The deepest part of
the dive is on the
northeast side of this
boulder garden, where
the rock meets the
sand at 72 feet. Rising
towards the top of this
rock formation is a
small version of
Quast‘s Rock. Beauti-

ful pinnacles extending upward and
outward from the rock base beneath. Colorful sponges and Strawberry anemones inhabit their surface. Blacksmith and Sardines
school over and between the rocks.
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The kelp that surrounds God’s Rock, as seen
from twenty feet below the surface.

Sheephead mixed though out.
When I returned to the Extremis,
the sky had changed to broken
clouds. While still in the water I
looked up at Dave Hubbard who
had returned moments before. Locking eyes we
both started
laughing,
knowing
our day in
question
turned into
one of our
most incredible and
memorable
dives ever.

Jeff Hannigan, our Captain , hangs at deco on
the anchor line, leading to the bow of the Extremis, where Dave Hubbard stands.
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